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Abstract - Frequent itemsets refer to a set of data values

(e.g., product items) whose number of co-occurrences
exceeds a given threshold. Frequent itemset mining has
been proven important in many applications such as
market data analysis, networking data study, and human
gene association study. Constructing cryptographic
proofs for verification (for deterministic guarantee) and
artificial verification objects (for probabilistic guarantee)
can be applied to most data mining algorithms. The
challenge is that the design of proofs and verification
objects has to be customized for different data mining
algorithms. Intended method will implement a basic idea
of completeness verification and authentication approach
in which the client will uses a set of frequent item sets as
the evidence, and checks whether the server has missed
any frequent item set as evidence in its returned result. It
will helps to client detect untrusted server and System will
become much more efficiency by reducing time. In
authentication process CaRP is both a Captcha and a
graphical password scheme. CaRP addresses a number of
security problems altogether, such asonline guessing
attacks, relay attacks, and, if combined with dual-view
technologies, shoulder-surﬁng attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digitalization provide greater efficiency in today’s life so we
try to all worked done automatically but it generate worst
amount of data, storing and operationalize on this data is
challenging worked. In data mininig outsourcing this
computation to third party service provider it provide
limited access resource client advantages like cost effective
options this process through we try to take the advantage of
data-mining-as-a-service (DMaS) paradigm. In this paper
author performed frequent data mining tasks on outsourced
data mining, frequent itemset is nothing but a set of data
values which is product items it increasing threshold value
of number of co-occurrences in set of data values. Frequent
itemset mining plays crucial role in many applications like
market analysis, human gen association study and in
network data study. We consider the server that is
potentially untrusted and tries to escape from verification by
using its prior knowledge of the outsourced data. In our
paper propose system define efficient probabilistic and
deterministic verification approaches to check whether the
server returned correct and complete frequent itemsets or
not? In authentication process CaRP is both a graphical
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password scheme and a Captcha. CaRP addresses a number
of security problems altogether, such as relay attacks, online
guessing attacks and also if combined with dual-view
technologies, shoulder-sufering attacks. Existing system
frequent itemset mining that computationally intensive for
that natural solution is the choose computationally powerful
service providers for those clients of limited computational
resources. It also focuses on the Correctness, completeness
and removing the integrity in mining resultset.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In previous paper work is more similar to our thesis. These
system work are evidence patterns constructed by the
encoding methods are easily identify by untrusted user
without getting prior knowledge of data. Our probabilistic
approach is more efficient because our method only takes
600 seconds to generate 6900 evidence itemsets (i.e., 0.09
second per pattern) while the in existing system take 2
seconds to generate single evidence pattern. Robustness
improves about the probabilistic verification approach
against the attack shows in the previous paper. For verifying
the result integrity of web content data propose an efcient
cryptographic approach we also use the set of intersection
verification protocol for this purpose. Constructing the proof
on server we required less time for computation that means
to spend less time on server increase the speed..
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Fig -2:Existing system architecture

3.MODULES
3.1.Register and Login
In this module, the client can be authenticated whether the
client is valid client or not. Register client Provide
registration form which include client name, password,
mobile no and address. Store client details in the database
and authenticate client.

3.2. Dataset Encryption
In this module, Client wants to encrypt his dataset, because
server was untrusted storage. So he generates the public key
and private key for encryption using bilinear pairings. Then
he encrypts the transaction dataset using public key. At the
same he generates the signature based on Merkle hash trees.

3.3. Outsource Encrypted Dataset
In this module, client can outsource his encrypted dataset
to server for frequent itemsets mining. Here client send the
frequent itemsets mining request to server with encrypted
dataset and support threshold value.

3.4. Frequent Item sets Mining & Verification
In this module, the server performs frequent itemset mining
on the received dataset and returns the mining results to the
client. Given a transaction dataset D that consists of n
transactions, let I be the set of unique items in D. The
support of the itemset I ⊆ I (denoted as supD(I)) is the
number of transactions in D that contain I. An itemset I is
frequent if its support is no less than a support threshold
minsup. Clearly the search space of all frequent itemsets is
exponential to the number of items in D. The (in)frequent
itemsets behave the monotone property. For any given
infrequent itemset I, any itemset I0 s.t. I ⊆ I0 must be an
infrequent itemset. Similarly, for any frequent itemset I, any
itemset I0 ⊆ I must be a frequent itemset.After receive the

Fig -1: system Architecture
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frequent itemsets from server, the client apply the proposed
efficient probabilistic and deterministic verification
approaches to check whether the server has returned
correct and complete frequent itemsets.
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Monreale, Dino Pedreschi, and Wendy Hui Wang.
“Privacy-preserving data mining from outsourced
databases” In Computers, Privacy and Data
Protection, pages 411–426. 2011.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present two integrity veriﬁcation
approaches for outsourced frequent itemset mining. The
probabilistic veriﬁcation approach constructs evidence
(in)frequent itemsets. In particular, we remove a small set of
items from the original dataset and insert a small set of
artiﬁcial transactions into the dataset to construct evidence
(in)frequent itemsets. The deterministic approach requires
the server to construct cryptographic proofs of the mining
result. The correctness and completeness are measured
against the proofs with 100% certainty. Our experiments
show the efﬁciency and effectiveness of our approaches. An
interesting direction to explore is to extend the model to
allow the client to specify her veriﬁcation needs in terms of
budget (possibly in monetary format) besides precision and
recall threshold.
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